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WORK IN PROGRESS

Labor Supply Effects of Survivor Insurance: Evidence from Restricted Access to Survivors’ Benefits
in the Netherlands
with Simon Rabaté (INED, CPB)
This paper investigates the effects of survivors’ benefits (SB) on labor supply. Building on rich administrative
data on the universe of Dutch residents, we use the 1996 Dutch reform that considerably tightened SB eligibility
rules to causally identify the labor supply effect of SB. We use a regression discontinuity approach, leveraging the
cohort-based implementation of the reform. We show that, following the tightening of SB eligibility, individual
income and labor force participation after spousal death increase significantly (+23% and 16% respectively). We
further decompose those effects and show that the widows who (re)entered the labor market due to the reform
mainly did so in the care sector, and that already working widows increased their number of working hours by 8%.
We also find evidence of substitution of widows toward disability insurance and welfare as a result of the reform.
Finally, our heterogeneity results suggest that the magnitude of the response to the reform depends on widows’
ability to self-insure against the risk of spousal death.

Financial Incentives and Labor Force Participation of Older Workers: Evidence from France
with Antoine Bozio (IPP), Maxime Tô (IPP, UCL) and Simon Rabaté (INED, CPB)
This paper estimates the impact of financial incentives on retirement decision in France for cohorts of individuals
retiring between 1994 to 2012. During these two decades, a number of reforms of the pension system took place,
all aiming to achieve financial balance in a context of increasing life expectancy. These reforms strengthened
incentives to retire later, either by offering more actuarially fair increase in pension for later retirement or by
increasing early and normal retirement ages. This paper aims to assess how much these financial incentives and
age references did contribute to the recent increase in employment rates of older workers.

Measuring widowhood duration. Theoretical developments and empirical evidence from France
with Didier Blanchet (IPP) and Carole Bonnet (INED)
Making adequate decisions over the life-cycle assumes that individuals have a fairly good idea of their life ex-
pectancy. Yet the literature gives evidence that individuals tend to underestimate it. The question is even more
complex when it comes to widowhood duration measure since it also involves the spouse’s life expectancy. In this
article, we propose a way to measure widowhood duration and assess its heterogeneity according to individual
characteristics. After a study of the theoretical foundations of widowhood duration and its components, we carry
out two complementary measures of this duration. Based on mortality tables, we first assess widowhood duration
evolution over the 1975-2070 period in France, as well as the role of life expectancy and age difference between
spouses. Based on administrative data, we then give a first empirical measure of widowhood duration and its
evolution over years, taking into account couple composition, interdependence of spouses’ life expectancies and
higher life expectancies for married people. Both measures highlight a negative correlation between widowhood
duration and income and large disparities according to the survivors’ activity sector.

Survivors Benefits and Conjugal Behavior: Evidence from the Netherlands, EconomiX Working Paper
with Simon Rabaté (INED, CPB)
This paper investigates the impact of survivors insurance on exit from marriage. We study the 1996 Dutch
reform which considerably tightened eligibility rules to survivors’ benefits. Modifying the marriage surplus, we
hypothesize this reform induced some married couples to divorce. Exploiting a discontinuity in date of birth
eligibility to survivors insurance and using a rich and exhaustive Dutch population administrative dataset, we
carry out a regression discontinuity design and we find no evidence of the reform on divorce probability.
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Conferences
2022 ADRES, PAA*
2021 JMA (virtual), LAGV (Marseille), AFSE (virtual), EALE (virtual)
2017 International Conference on Pension, Insurance and Savings (Paris)
2016 AFSE - DG Trésor (Paris)

Seminars
2021 Séminaire café de l’INED (Paris), séminaire doctorant d’Economix (as a discussant, Paris), séminaire de la
chaire Travail de PSE (Paris)
2020 Séminaire doctorant d’Economix (Paris), séminaire du pôle Vieillesses et vieillissements de l’INED (Paris),
séminaire café de l’INED (Paris)
2019 Séminaire microsimulation de l’IPP (Paris)
2017 Séminaire inégalités de l’Insee (Paris)

Workshops
2019 Journée d’études Famille et Retraite (Paris)
2017 Workshop retirement: public policy evaluation (Annecy)
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(NBER)
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